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MILITARY BOWL (USA) (123)
B g Mr Greeley (USA) - Turtle Bow (FR)
Owner: Bowled Over Syndicate
Trainer: A. J. Martin, Ireland
Breeder: Mr Berend Van Dalfsen
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Robert Dunne (3)
Colours: EMERALD GREEN,
large WHITE spots and sleeves.
Form: 000/00-

TIMEFORM VIEW Expensive purchase after showing useful form on Flat in France. Yet to make
much impact over hurdles but always a chance quicker ground here will suit this Irish raider.
Interesting runner.
Star Rating Official BHA Rating 119
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1. Colours Graphic - a visual of the Owners Silks that the
Jockey will be wearing
2. Horse’s number on saddlecloth
3. Colour and sex of horse:
B - Bay
g - Gelding (followed by Sire and Dam)
Br - Brown
h - horse
Ch - Chesnut
c - Colt
Gr - Grey
f - filly
Ro - Roan
m - mare
4. Horse’s name
5. Birthplace of horse if not born in Great Britain
6. Number of day’s since horse last ran
7. Age of horse
8. Weight of horse in Stones and Pounds
9. Owner’s Name(s)
10. Breeder
11. Sponsor
12. Trainer’s Name and location of training establishment
13. Owner’s Colours description
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14. Details of horse’s previous performances:
Bold type indicates Point-to-Point form
/ denotes new season
- denotes new year
C - The horse has won on this racecourse
D - The horse has won over this distance
CD - The horse has won over both this course and
distance
BF - The horse was a beaten favourite on its last run
15. A guide to the horse’s recentform and star rating.
Each horse has been given a star rating, these are
defined below:  Selected to win the race.
 Good chance of being placed.
 By no means out of the reckoning but at
least one or two hold stronger claims
 Unlikely to win but not totally without
hope.
 Can be given little or no chance.
16. Jockey’s Name. If there is a number next to the name,
this indicates that the jockey can claim that amount in
weight (lbs) off the stated riding weight

